
AMHS Honors World Literature: 10th Grade
Reading/Writing Assignments -- Summer 2021

Welcome to Honors World Literature! You have several assignments to work on this summer in
preparation for our coursework. Read the instructions on this paper carefully. We have chosen these
assignments to get you excited about the reading we will do throughout the year and to provide a
baseline for the skills you will hone in this class. Be prepared. Enjoy!

Ms. Larissa Bortz larissa_bortz@charleston.k12.sc.us
Dr. Genevieve Hay genevieve_hay@charleston.k12.sc.us
Ms. Mary Catherine Lankford mary_lankford@charleston.k12.sc.us
Ms. Audrey Smith audrey_smith@charleston.k12.sc.us

Assignment 1: Read and Study Life of Pi by Yann Martel
You need a hard copy of the novel. As you read, be sure to mark your text to help
you remember important details (plot, �igurative language, passages that are
confusing).You do not have a minimum or maximum number of annotations
required for a grade. Use this assignment as a way to develop your own
annotation style

Summer Reading novels are available at Barnes and Noble, Itinerant Literate
Books in Park Circle and at Mr. K’s Used Books in North Charleston.You may
purchase a used edition of these books from Amazon.com quite cheaply.

Task 2: Art Sketch and Response
Throughout the year we will deepen our literary connections and conversations by
incorporating a variety of relevant artwork.In anticipation, we have included this assignment
and look forward to your creative thoughts!

Download the assignment & artwork images here:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/15D_vScqimVFcLVAy2NKDTPdJ4h--vsmo/view?usp=shar
ing

Directions:
1.) Read the artist biographies and information about each of the following works. You are welcome to
do additional research on your artwork.

2.) Take time to examine the artworks closely, paying attention to how the experience of viewing them
makes you feel (curious, sad, inspired, bothered, confused, angry etc.) and begin to �igure out what
about the painting makes you feel that particular emotion.

3.) Choose a single work of art from the document above and think about how it could connect
thematically to Life of Pi by Yann Martel. Potential theme topics are found on page 3.

4.) On a single sheet of a plain white paper,sketch the artwork. Focus on large and small details you
consider possibly important. An example of a sketch is on page 4.Note: you are NOT graded on the
quality of your drawing or your art skills. The sketch is an opportunity for you to slow down and hone
in on the details of the artwork that seem important to you.Grading is based on attention to detail, not
artistic ability.Identify speci�ic parts in the painting and describe each piece. What do they mean? As
you sketch signi�icant aspects of the painting, take note of color, size, placement (where it is in the
visual), attitude (does it seem to add to the tone/attitude in some way?), orientation (where is it in
regard to other objects in the piece?).(10 points)

5.) Write a single, well-developed paragraph explaining how you connected your chosen artwork
(thematically) to the novel.You ARE graded on how well you write, so take the time to write a cogent
and well planned paragraph. Follow MLA guidelines (header, double space, Times New Roman size 12,
properly cited evidence - if used).

Due Dates
Bring the following with you on the �irst day of school
❏ Task 1: Life of Pi - Be prepared for a quiz on the novel
❏ Task 2: Art Sketch and Response- hard copy of your sketch and printed response. Be prepared

to upload your response to Google Classroom/Canvas on the �irst day of class. .
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